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What is a Geographical Indication (GI)?
The EU’s philosophy and approach 
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A "geographical indication" (GI) is the name of a
product where a given quality, reputation or other
characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to
its geographical origin. It is a type of intellectual
property right that can apply in the EU to different
types of products.

• EU quality policy aims at protecting the
names of specific products to promote
their unique characteristics, linked to their
geographical origin as well as traditional
know-how.
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Three EU schemes known as PDO (protected designation of origin), PGI (protected 
geographical indication) and TSG (traditional speciality guaranteed) promote and protect 
names of quality agricultural products and foodstuffs.
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1. EU – GI: Legal framework 

• GI - AGRICULTURE products and foodstuffs
Regulation (EU) No 1151/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 November
2012 on quality schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs on the protection of
Geographical Indications and Designations of Origin for agricultural products and foodstuffs,
replacing the Council Regulation (EC) No 510/2006 which allowed producers from third countries
to register their names in the European Union.

• GI – Wine
Regulation (EU) No 1308/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 
2013 establishing a common organisation of the markets in agricultural products

• GI Spirits and aromatised wine products
Regulation (EC) No 110/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 January 2008 
on the definition, description, presentation, labelling and the protection of geographical 
indications of spirit drinks and repealing Council Regulation (EEC) No 1576/89 

Regulation (EU) No 251/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 
on the definition, description, presentation, labelling and the protection of geographical 
indications of aromatised wine products and repealing Council Regulation (EEC) No 1601/91
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1. EU - Legal framework 

REGULATION (EU) No 668/2014 of 13 June 2014 laying down rules for the application of 
Regulation (EU) No 1151/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council on quality 
schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs 

DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) No 664/2014  supplementing Regulation (EU) No 1151/2012 
of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to the establishment of the 
Union symbols for protected designations of origin, protected geographical indications 
and traditional specialities guaranteed and with regard to certain rules on sourcing, certain 
procedural rules and certain additional transitional rules 

Regulation 1144/2014 of the European parliament and of the council of 22 October 2014 on
information provision and promotion measures concerning agricultural products
implemented in the internal market and in third countries and repealing Council
Regulation (EC) No 3/2008
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Source: 
https://www.moag.gov.il/yhidotmisrad/research_economy_strategy/publication/2018/Documents/NATHON_EU_GI_poli
cy.pdf

• In the EU The number of Geographical Indications in Europe is constantly
growing. The registration of new Geographical Indication products in recent years, are
indication of an extremely dynamic and continuously growing Food sector, both in terms
of the number of products and the number of countries involved.
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In Italy, PDO PGI products in the Food and Wine sectors cover more than 54% of
agricultural land and provide work to about 250,000 people, grouping farmers,
producers and processors under the strategic guidance of 247 protection Consortia
recognised by the Ministry of Agricultural.

Italian has been
affirmed as a 

successful
economic model 

of GIs

GIs in ITALY
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GIs in ITALY
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– PARMIGIANO REGGIANO PDO -



The PDO Parmigiano Reggiano in the market

An example of coexistence
among PDO and trademarks

Consorzio collective trademark 

PDOs community logo 

Individual trademark  

Protected Designation of Origin
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“Consorzio” collective trademark 

PDO 
community 
logo 
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1. The value of export: GIs WINE in the 
world  



CHIANTI CLASSICO wine 
APPELLATION
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• Tuscany is one of the most dynamic wine-
producing regions in Italy, comprising many of
the country's most famous wine appellations.

• Chianti Classico is one of the most important
and oldest DOs and its collective brand,
“black rooster”, (notoriety and prestigious) as
always been recognized as synonymous with
excellence.

• It’s the first Appellation in the world to have
introduced (in 2014) and from vintage 2012 a
new type of Traditional Terms wine called
Gran Selezione (identified until now on the
market only in the Vintage and Riserva
mentions) at the summit of a denomination’s
quality pyramid as premium wine.

The Chianti Classico DOCG area within
the geographical territory of Chianti
delimited by the administrative borders
(1932).

2.b) APPLICATION 
b. The case of Chianti Classico wine DO
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An example of Italian DOCG : Denominazione di Origine Controllata e Garantita

The Chianti CLASSICO Black Rooster (DOCG) is reserved to red wine that responds to the 
conditions and requirements stipulated in the production code.

Chianti Classico wine must be obtained from grapes grown in the production zone . 

The rules provide for a minimum ratio of 80%
for Sangiovese. Others grapes (20%) include
natives like Canaiolo and Colorino as well as
“international” varieties like Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merlot, all recommended
and/or authorized for the production zone.

Among the principal sensory characteristics
indicated by the production rules, there is the
ruby red color that can become at times
intense and profound, depending upon the
wine’s origin.

…etc.



The Chianti Classico territory’s capitals are Siena and Florence and it is 
shared between the provinces of the two municipalities. 

The zone amounts to 71,800 hectares (177,500 acres) and includes the entire
territories of the municipalities of Castellina in Chianti, Gaiole in Chianti, Greve in
Chianti and Radda in Chianti and parts of those of Barberino Val d’Elsa, Castelnuovo
Berardenga, Poggibonsi, San Casciano Val di Pesa and Tavarnelle Val di Pesa.

The characteristics of the climate, terrains and altitudes, which are unfavorable for 
most crops, have made Chianti Classico a region that excels in the production of 
premium wines.

Area planted with vineyards: 9,000 hectares

Vineyards registered as Chianti Classico: 7,200 hectares

Rows of vines alternating with olive orchards are a characteristic feature of the

Chianti landscape. About 7,200 hectares of vineyards entered on the DOCG
Register for the production of Chianti Classico make this appellation one of
the most important in Italy.







Characteristics
The trademark always found on bottles of Chianti Classico is the Black rooster, historic
symbol of the Chianti Military League and among other things depicted by famous artist
Giorgio Vasari on the ceiling of the Salone dei Cinquecento at Palazzo Vecchio in
Florence.
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CHIANTI CLASSICO REVOLUTION - THE 

QUALITY PYRAMID
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1. The registration application, which can be done by a group – promotion committee, 
association, etc. - working with the products for which the name is to be registered.

2. The application is submitted to the national authority of the relevant Member State; 
in Italy it is submitted to both the regional body and the Ministry of Agricultural. 

3. The Member State examines the application to evaluate whether or not the 
requirements are met and then initiates a national objection procedure, assessing 
any objections that arise; 

4. if they decide favourably upon the application, it is submitted to the European 
Commission. 

5. The Commission shall in turn examine the application and, if it considers the 
conditions met, will publish the document and the reference of the published 
approved product specification within six months.

1. REGISTRATION PROCESS
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2. REGISTRATION PROCESS
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1. REGISTRATION PROCESS: system overview
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In order to benefit from the protection given 
to a Geographical Indication and to be able to 
use the EU logo, Community regulations 
dictate that an agricultural or food product 
must comply with a production specification.
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Protection Consortia are voluntary, non-profit associations and are promoted by the 
economic operators involved in the individual supply chains, with the sole function 
of protecting agri-food products with Geographical Indications. 

A Consortium agreement establishes that a group of entrepreneurs create a common 
organisation for correctly carrying out certain phases of the respective ventures. 
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it must demonstrate being part
of the shareholder structure of
the companies that represent at
least 2/3 of production
controlled by the inspection
body and deemed suitable for
certification.

Wine sector, it must represent
at least 40% of the winemakers
and 66% of the certi ed product



The wine Consortium, as an Inter-professional organization,
is responsible for the Designation, the rules (production
specification) that are the basis of its identity and its
evolution and adaptation to consumer's tastes.

The Consortium is responsible for the managing of the
production in respect to the market (also providing, in
agreement with the competent Region, restrictive yield
measures), for the stock managing (blocage/déblocage), for
the new registration of the vines to a DO at the Land
Registry.

Consortium is responsible for increasing the value of the
product and for protecting the Designation (marketing
activities).

WINE PRODUCERS ORGANIZATION
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The European Union’s PDO, PGI, TSG system involves a control procedure
aimed at verifying the conformity of a product to the recognised product
specification and monitoring the use of registered names on products placed
on the market.

The procedures are implemented by a control system that operates on three 
distinct levels: 

1) public supervision, 
2) controls by third party bodies, 
3) autocontrol by producers.

In accordance with Regulation (EC) No 882/2004, EU Member States
shall designate the competent authority or authorities responsible for
official controls carried out to verify compliance with the legal
requirements related to the quality schemes established by this
Regulation.

CONTROL SYSTEM
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For GIs, certification bodies 
are authorized to establish 
control procedures to ensure 
that producers follow the 
established codes of 
practice.
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INDEPENDENT CONTROL BODIES:

• Accredited by Accredia (Private bodies)
• Authorised by Mipaaf (Public and Private bodies)

CONTROL ACTIVITIES:
• Verification of compliance with GIs product specification 
requirements
• On-site inspections
• Product controls
• Preparation of GIs “control plan”



CONTROL PLAN FOR 
DO and IG wines  (PDO- PGI)

The CONTROL PLAN is the tool that governs the control and certification activity 
of DO and IG wines. 

It provides for two types of check that are closely linked to the other: the 
control of documents and inspections 

The correct implementation of the Control Plan allows to establish an efficient 
control and traceability system, thus granting to consumers the exact  origin  of 

products and the access to a huge amount of data.



CONTROL PLAN

CONTROL OF DOCUMENTS 

It is made on 100% of production consists in the control of all 
documents that companies have to submit to be able to use the 

D.O. and IG labels (certifications, requests, communications of sale, 
communications of bottling, ect)



CONTROL PLAN
INSPECTIONS 

They are made on the percentage of vineyards, vinification plants, and 
bottling plants, to check that all operations match the Production 

Regulations and the national and European rugulations.

For DO wines, sample samples are taken to be analyzed in a lab and 
evaluated n an organoleptic point of view, to assess that they meet the 

chemical, physical and organoleptic characteristics of the product when it 
is certified. 

For IG wines, samples are taken to check the chemical and physical features 
set in the relevant production regulation



INSPECTION	

WINE	GROWERS	 WINE		
MAKERS	

	
BOTTLER	

- Control	of	the	persistence	of	the	
conditions	for	the	inscription	in	
the	VITICUTURAL	REGISTRY	
	
- Control	of	the	compliance	with	
agronomic	parameters	provided	
for	the	EU	
	
- Control	made	before	the	vintage	
to	assess	the	potential	yield	of	
grapes	per	hectare	

- Control	of	correspondence	
between	the	product	kept	and	
what	is	declared	in	winery	
registries	
	
- Control	 of	 technological	
operations	 in	 reference	 to	
what	is	set	in	the	Reg.	
	
- Control	of	the	possession	
of	the	minimal	requirements	
of	the	IG	product	and	needed	
to	become	DO.	
- 	
	
	

	

- Control	 of	
correspondence	 between	
the	product	kept	and	what	
is	 declared	 in	 winery	
registries	
- 	
- Control	of	the	correct	
use	 of	 DO	 (containers,	
bottles	and	labels)	
	
- Samples	are	taken	from	
bottled	wine	to	check	the	
analytic	 and	 organolep.	
Correspondence	 	 of	 the	
product	to	the	parameters	
of		the	DO	certified	batch.	
	
- Samples	are	taken	from	
bottled	wine	to	check	the	
correspondence	 	 of	
chemical	 and	 physical	
characteristics	of	IG	wines		

	

	
	



CERTIFICATION  
OF D.O. PRODUCTIONS

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL  ANALYSIS

ORGANOLEPTIC ANALYSIS

The organoleptic analysis checks characteristics like typically at sight, at olfaction and at 
taste, and is made by boards of technicians and experts of the  specific DO.  Who are listed 
in dedicated registries kept by regions 

The physical and chemical analysis checks the correspondence between  the minimum 
requirements provided   for the regulation and is made by certified laboratories.

CERTIFICATION OF CONFORMITY



TREACEABILITY 



TREACEABILITY – (example if digital approach) 
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TREACEABILITY 
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OPPORTUNITIES, STRENGTHS,  
WEAKNESSES 

Of GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS



1. GI can contribute to improving living conditions of rural
producers but only within a comprehensive approach of local
development. Enhance networking among producers and
suppliers in the supply chain

2. The protection and promotion of their quality linked to
geographical origin can create positive effects on economic, social
and environmental aspects.

1. Collective marketing: Local actors can increase their income and
efficiency by joining with other local actors to market their food
products and benefit from the collective action, such as better
bargaining opportunities, more volume of produce to sell, etc.
Collective marketing is commonly carried out by a collective
organization (see definition of organization).
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4. GIs encourage the diversification of production,
representing an excellent instrument for access to markets.

5. In a context of globalised markets, consumers are
increasingly looking for products of unique quality. Often,
consumers are prepared to pay more for such products. This
has favored the development of specfic markets for products
with certain characteristics linked to their place of origin.

6. Consumers can benefit from wider choice and diversity of
tastes. Moreover, by preserving traditional production, Gis
contribute to preventing the standardisation of food
products.
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6. Negotiation among people

7. Process costs: This involves the use of resources to adapt 
production process to the control plan, in compliance with 
the product specification.

8. Counterfeiting and imitation: More prone to imitation, 
counterfeiting and deceptive competition in respect to trade 
marks, in proportion to reputation.

9. Immature markets: its need some time before its
affirmation in the new markets and the recognition of
“added value” on the behalf on the new consumers.
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54https://www.qualivita.it/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/20170523-ENG-PAPER-IG-Qualivita-HQ.pdf



THANK YOU …
Dr. Paola Corsinovi 

International Expert – GIZ 

Skopje, 28-30th January 2019
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Registration processes for 
quality designations
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1. Identification as  “potential” GI products

2. Product qualification: The definition of common 
production rules is the core of the GI process. It is 
a key-step that should be addressed with attention

3. Building an organization to manage the 
geographical indication system

4. Defining the control body 
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1) Initiating an application/becoming an 
applicant



Registration processes for quality
designations

• A group of producers must define their product according to
precise specifications

• An application, including the specifications, must be sent to the
relevant Member State

• The national authorities study the application,decide whether to
accept the registration application and then transmit their decision
to the Commission

• The application undergoes a number of control procedures at EU 
level

• If it meets the requirements, publication in the European Union’s
Official Journal will inform those who are interested

• The European Commission must publish (for example on its
website) an up-to-date list of the product names which have been
submitted for registration, together with specification information 
about them
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Registration is voluntary:
it is producers themselves
who decide whether to
take the initiative.

The initial step is to apply for
registration of a product
name – producers decide
whether to apply for a PDO
or PGI on the basis of the
characteristics of their
product.



1. Identification as  “potential” GI 
products

• A group of producers must define their product according to 
precise specifications

• The identity of GI products as differentiated origin-linked
products reflects the unique combination of local natural
resources (climate, soil, local animal breeds and plant species,
traditional equipment etc.) and cultural assets (traditions,
know-how and skills, often handed down from generation to
generation) in a given territory, thus establishing specific links
among the product, local stakeholders and the territory
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2. Product Qualification:

• Qualification requires local producers to draw up a code of
practice (CoP) containing the criteria and requirements
that allow the specific quality to be achieved.

• Local producers (and all the actors involved) must therefore
join together to establish these rules and implement them
in such a way as to guarantee the defined quality.

• This process is critical both in order to guarantee that 
consumers receive the expected quality and also in order to 
ensure the reproduction (preservation and improvement) 
of local resources
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a) Simple questions for providing  an inventory of specific characteristics  
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b) Simple questions for providing  an inventory of specific characteristics  



Such a critical a phase: 

• The qualification phase is the process by
which society (consumers, citizens, official
bodies, other stakeholders in the value chain
etc.) is put in a position to recognize the
value attached to the origin-linked product
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Code of practice (or book of requirements, 
product specification, disciplinary document)

• The documented standards and specifications of
production and list of practices to be implemented for a
GI’s products. These are usually agreed upon by the
producers’ association and/or managing
consortium if they are not part of existing laws.

• This code of practice can refer to the characteristics of
the raw materials, the production conditions or process,
product specifications or qualitative requirements, and
under what circumstances specific exceptions are
allowed (e.g. temporary lack of local raw materials).
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2. Code of practice 

• For the EU’s “protected designation of origin” (PDO)
or “protected geographic indication” (PGI), certain
guidelines are legally required, i.e. the code of
practice should contain the delimited area in which
the production process must take place (in the case
of a PDO), or in which certain phases of the
production process must take place (in the case of
the less stringent PGI).

• The code of practices for other GIs, i.e. marks, are
typically self-determined and can be subsequently
altered according to the legally accepted methods
prescribed in each jurisdiction granting the mark.
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3. The main contents
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EU - Legal framework → Practical information:

• DOOR: is the database for agricultural and foodstuff product
names registered as Protected Designation of Origin (PDO),
Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) or Traditional Speciality
Guarantee (STG) as well as names for which a request of
registration has been filed with the European Commission.

• E-BACCHUS: is the database for wines with geographical
indications protected within the European Union.

• E-Spirits-Drinks: is the database on geographical indications 
protected in the European Community for spirits originating in 
Member States and third countries
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